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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK BROOM CASTING
Some jewelry making skills require considerable time and practice to master, but
others are quite the opposite. They can be learned quickly, produce beautiful
results, and are just plain fun to do. A prime example is broom casting. It can be
mastered in a couple hours to produce intriguing geometries that spark the
imagination and challenge your creative mind, just begging to be designed into
finished jewelry. Discover the rush of pouring molten silver into a common broom
to get marvelous icicle-like shapes that make elegant pendants and earrings.
Learn the proper use of the equipment, how to modify the irregular shapes for
your designs, and ideas for fabricating jewelry from the pieces. Also included are
suggestions for safety, tips on cleaning and polishing the deep textures, how to
make some of your own tools, and examples of finished jewelry.
METALSMITHING TECHNIQUES, TIPS, AND TUTORIALS: INTRODUCTION
On my ever-growing list of more advanced metalsmithing techniques to try,
casting-specifically broom and cuttlefish casting-is near the top. The surprise and
randomness of the results appeal to me just as much as their natural beauty.
Broom Casting By Dennis Chapman, Tooele Gem & Mineral Permission to reprint
for noncommercial proposes Direct casting is an easy, low-tech method of making
beautiful freeform jewelry. A group of friends get together for an afternoon of
Straw Casting with Sterling Silver. We also tried copper and brass and for the time
it takes to melt and. Expand Your Jewelry Skills With Brad's "How To Do It" Books
Some jewelry making skills require considerable time and practice to master, but
others like Broom Casting can be learned quickly, produce beautiful results, and
are just plain fun to do. Hi Alice, I teach workshops at our local lapidary club and
this past July taught a class on broom casting. It is an easy, low tech way of using
up scrap metal and can result in some interesting formations. Casting 101: Broom
Casting with Griselda Peña. Saturday, November 15, 10-6p. Register for both
Broom Casting and Cuttlebone Casting and SAVE $35 on tuition when you enter
promo code CAST1 upon check out! You searched for: broom casting! Etsy is the
home to thousands of handmade, vintage, and one-of-a-kind products and gifts
related to your search. No matter what you're looking for or where you are in the
world, our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable
options. Casting Metal with a Broom - Media - full Jewelry Making Daily article on
broom casting for jewelry making. From metalsmithing to mixed-media jewelry and
everything in between, find all of the jewelry-making tips, patterns and advice you
need! Casting director of 'The Inbetweeners', Peep Show' and many more. Come
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in, take a look around and get in touch regarding your film/television project. Now
for something totally different.. You can make organic free form pendants at home
with a minimum of tools and household items. This staw casting video will show
you how. Metalsmithing Techniques, Tips, and Tutorials: Introduction to Broom
Casting - Interweave Find this Pin and more on jewelry making by Deborah
Wilson-Westphall . Learn all about broom casting metal jewelry, see some
broom-cast metal jewelry designs, and try a casting tutorial! Broom casting and
other casting techniques are a fun way to learn new techniques and experiment. It
also challenges your design thought process by making you think critically and
creatively on how to use the organic and irregular pieces. Jumping the Broom
(2011) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and
more. Try Broom Casting! The surprise and randomness of the results, the
textures, patterns, and shapes really can't be achieved through any other
metalsmithing techniques. In this fun morning workshop learn how easy it is to
transform your silver, copper or brass scrap into beautiful and organic
one-of-a-kind pieces.
PDF BROOM CASTING - AMFED.ORG
Broom straw casting makes interesting organic shapes that can be made into
pendants, rings, or pins. Here's a link to a post I did on broom straw casting at
Metal Chik with different pictures. Here's a nice PDF article by Dennis Chapman .
Metal casting is a fun, extra-hands-on technique. It allows you to recycle your own
metal scraps, create one-of-a-kind creations (broom casting and water casting),
and multiples of your designs or found objects (casting in silicone and cuttlebone
molds). Broom casting sterling silver. How to Cast Silver and Gold Jewellery using
the Delft Clay casting system - Duration: 26:59. Andrew Berry 257,654 views Sally
Broome, Casting Director: Skins. Sally Broome is currently based in Italy where
she lives with her husband and 2 children. Her recent work includes the new ITV
Victoria Pile series The Delivery Man, The Javone Prince Show for BBC2, a pilot
for Hat Trick for Ch4, Crackanory for Tiger Aspect and development for Rough
Cut TV. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging (where packaging is applicable). Packaging should be the
same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box
or plastic bag. Broom Casting for Creative Jewelry and Metal Work has 7 ratings
and 1 review. Bradford said: This is the only book that explains the process, the
equipme... Buy Broom Casting by Bradford M Smith for $25.99 at Mighty Ape
Australia. Some jewelry making skills require considerable time and practice to
master, but others are quite the opposite. THIS CLASS IS FULL. IF YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BE PLACED ON THE WAIT LIST FOR THIS CLASS, PLEASE PHONE
THE STORE AT 604.549.8899. THANK YOU! Make TWO Pendants while
learning the incredibly fun and organic processes of SALT AND BROOM
CASTING in this fun one day class! Practical Casting by Tim McCreight. In the
book, there is a short but clear description of how to use sterling silver scrap for
broom straw casting to make organic looking pieces. In the book, there is a short
but clear description of how to use sterling silver scrap for broom straw casting to
make organic looking pieces. You searched for: broom cast! Etsy is the home to
thousands of handmade, vintage, and one-of-a-kind products and gifts related to
your search. No matter what you're looking for or where you are in the world, our
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global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options.
Now he's pouring the molten silver into a broom head that has been soaked in
water and bound with twine. This is the resulting casting. I'll probably cut the piece
into two pieces. Some jewelry making skills require considerable time and practice
to master, but broom casting is quite the opposite. Those with basic jewelry
experience can learn the technique quickly, produce beautiful results, and have a
lot of fun doing it.
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